Raw Travel (Series 4)
EPISODIC BREAKDOWN

1. Nashville
Sometimes coming home is the best trip of all. Raw Travel host and Tennessee native, Robert
Rose, returns from his world travels to revisit his roots and help viewers discover an alternative
side of Nashville and other hidden treasures of Middle Tennessee.

2. New Orleans
New Orleans has much more to offer travelers than Mardi Gras and Bourbon Street. Rob returns
for his first time post Hurricane Katrina to visit with long time locals and new transplants alike while
discovering a surprising side of the Crescent City.

3. Louisiana Road Trip
The Raw Travel team crosses over the Mississippi river to see how locals on the West Bank and
well outside the tourist zones of New Orleans really live. Then Rob and crew embark upon a road
trip to head deeper into rural Louisiana among the bayous and swamps to experience the unique
language, delicious food, sights and sounds of French inspired Cajun culture.

4. Vietnam
Raw Travel host, Robert Rose, was a young child during the U.S. and Vietnamese War, but the
disturbing images never left his mind. Decades later, Rose visits Vietnam for the first time and
discovers a culturally rich, diverse land that is on the move and welcoming travelers from all over
the world, including the United States. Join the crew as they tastes the unique gastronomy
(snakes, frogs, etc.) and get a feel for centuries old traditions and culture.

5. Magical Manila
Manila, the bustling capital city of the Philippines, is a perfect backdrop for Raw Travelers wishing
to experience an alternative look at authentic Filipino culture. Rob and crew sample the delicious
food and music while exploring the unique diversity of this exceptional Pacific Island nation. The
crew meets a plethora of locals to get a real taste of the welcoming nature of Filipinos and learn
why the Philippines is famous the world over for its unrivaled hospitality.
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6. Laos
Laos is a small, landlocked and sparsely populated country in Southeast Asia and therein lies the
charm. Surrounded by larger, more populous nations like Vietnam, Thailand & China, Laos is a
haven without the swarming throngs of tourists. The relaxed, laid back but friendly nature of the
Lao people is infectious and as more and more savvy travelers are finding, is helping Laos
become one the loveliest hidden gems in all of Asia

7. Thailand
Join the Raw Travel crew as they head to mystical Thailand where, thanks to a small army of
generous ex patriots and friendly locals, the crew gets a unique look at one of the largest, most
fascinating cities on the face of the earth, the legendary Bangkok.
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